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Quiz on "Historical Events"

9/21/04

Instructions. Please read these instructions carefully. Write your name on the back of this page (upper-right hand

corner, please). Complete all questions. There is a 25 minute time-limit on this exam. All answers are worth 1 point

unless noted otherwise. Please write neatly and think clearly.

1. Who initially freed the study of health and disease from philosophical speculation, superstition, and religion?

[Begins with “H”.]

2. List a feature of scientific work.

3. List a different feature of scientific work.

4. Who identified soot as the cause of scrotal cancer in 18th century chimney sweeps? [M/C = multiple choice]

a) Farr b) Louis c) Pott d) Snow 

5. What was the name of the French physician who advocated use of “the numerical method” in studies of medical

effectiveness? [M/C]

a) Syndenham b) Louis c) Fracastoro d) Graunt

6. Who evolved the three key epidemiologic methods (ecological, cohort, case-control) still used to study health

and disease today? [M/C]

a) Snow b) Louis c) Farr d) Graunt

7. Who was the first chief vital statistician for an entire nation? [M/C]

a) Snow b) Louis c) Farr d) Graunt

8. What was the name of the pathogenic theory that suggested epidemic diseases were caused by “cholera

atmospheres,” “spontaneous generations,” and other ill defined environmental contaminants? [Begins with

“M”.]

Match the labels a – c with the brief descriptions below. Labels: 

a) Snow’s ecological study b) Snow’s cohort study c) Snow’s case-control study

9. _____ Fatal cholera cases were more likely than non-cases to derive water from the Broad street pump

during the outbreak of 1848.  

10. _____ Neighborhoods supplied by the Southwark & Vauxhall water company had higher cholera rates

than those supplied by other water companies. 

11. _____ Persons who got their water from the Southwark & Vauxhall had higher cholera mortality rates

than those who got their water from other companies.

12. On the back of this page, neatly describe Snow’s waterborne theory of disease. [4 points scale graded, A, B, C,

D, F for 4, 3, 2, 1, 0 points. One or two paragraphs should do it. Your writing will be graded for coherence,

accuracy, grammar, and insight.]
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